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INTRODUCTION
During the fall of 1902, shortly after the opening of college,
a consultation v/as held betv/een Professor John 7'. Lloyd and the
author regarding a prospective subject for a thesis. The latter
desired a subject v/hich vTould have a practical bearing upon iiorti-
culture, one which could be vforked upon during the sujiirner-vacation
of the 3''ear 1903, and one Tvhich co^ld be depended upon to lend a
great amount of interest as the ''.TorK proceeded. After discussing
several possible avenues along which investigations night be pursued,
it was finally decided that no more important line of vjork could be
taken up than that of trying to combat the curculios by means of
spraying vrith Paris green. At just about this time, Messrs. Albert
Blair and John R. Williams of St. Louis, Mo. had applied to the
Department of Horticulture of the University of Illinois for assist-
ance, in order that they might ascertain some remedy for ridding
their orchards, near Barry, Pike County, 111., of these pests.
Professor Lloyd mentioned th.is incident and proposed that the author
should ?id the cause by getting information in the above mentioned
manner. Accordingly, plats were^laid out in the Plum and Variety
; Orchards on the Experiment Station grounds. The late freeze on
'I
;i
jl
May 1st destroyed all the plums so the spraying work with the plums
i
'^as abandoned, although tv/o applications were made on April 15th
ij
ji.and May 5th. The greater portion of the apples, ^."Jhich were Pen
|i
i; Davis, 7ms also destroyed at this time; still, enough remained to
I
warrant continued ^York.

Late in June Professor C. S. Crandall suggested that I should
go to Barry, where the Experiment Station had nndertaken quite
extensive v/orlc upon the curculios and ^^^^here these insects i?7ere rmch
,1 more abundant than they T'/ere at Champaign, in order tiiat I might
gather some inforniat ion also for the Department of Horticulture.
jj
After due concideration, I decided to co-operate v^ith the atove
r
mentioned Department, made preparations to leave the work at the
I
Station in charge of Mr. R. B. Howe, and v^ent to Barry on June 29th.
Practically all the work upon the habits and life histories of the
insects v.'as made at that place. Not being able to get to Barry
sooner than the above date, I was unable to make as detailed notes
I'
as I would have wished; nevertheless, there was no lack for things
to do and from stert to finish there was interest and suggest iveness
in every detail. Msny of the questions suggested, I sought to
answer; but many v/ere left untouched and still offer an opportunity
I
for a great amount of careful investigation.
I
I wished to acknowledge the help rendered me by Professor Cran-
I
1
dall, under whose charge the work was pursued. He was always ready
I
I
to suggest vj-ays of getting solutions for problems and by personal
su.pervision and interest, greatly encouraged the v/ork. A great
i:
proportion of the following investigations was taken up directly
I
under his direction and it was largely by plans formulated by he
j
and I, working together, that what has been achieved was accom-
plished.

INSECTS WORKED UPON.
Two di:-ferpnt insects, known as curculios, v/ere the subjective
material Tor the investigations rhich were pursued during the summer
The pluni curculio ( Gonotrachelus nenuphar Herbst ) is a small
beetle, 5.0 m.m. in length and ,?.5 m.m. in v/idth, somevmat boat
shaped in form, of a brownish color, with the upper surface chaT-
acterized by its roughness and distinctive markings. Rough, con-
tinuous ridges, run laterally along the vjing covers. Upon the
uppermost ridge of each wing cover there are two distinctive, sherp-
edged, black humps. Between these hurnps the coloring is clack so
J
' that to the unaided eye there appeaTs to be one large black spot
on the back of the insect. Immediately behind these larger humps
there is a band of very light brown extending nearly across each
wing cover. Behind the band the roughened portion contains a gen-
tle dash of white. The foremost portions of the two uppermost
ridges upon the wing covers are marked with white which extends to
the prothoracio segment, making two small strealcs of white, vjidening
and terminating behind the eye. Upon the other portion of the
! upper sinrface of the insect the brown receives an occasional sprink-
ling vrith small, black dots. The under portion of the body is
very daa?k brown or almost black. The cuj?ved beak or proboscis is
!j
of a brovm color, terminating in black aty^ehd and measi^res .07 inch
long by .016 inch wide. Near the end on the under side of this
proboscis the transverse-working mandibles are situated. A pair
of ever moving antennae are carried at the side of this proboscis,

I; being frstened to it about one-tliird its length from the end. The
thr^e pairs of legs bxc almost the sanie length so that the lower
||
portion cf the body is almost parallel vath the surfaoe over ^vhioh
j
the insect v/alks
.
The apple cijrculio (Anthonomus quadrigitbus S||^ ) is a small
beetle 3.7 to 5.2 m.m. in length and 1.8 to 2.5 m.m. in width, oval
in form, of a light b]'07;n color, ^vith a distinctive long beak and
|j
a very long pair of prothoracic legs. Rough, continuous ridges
!
run lengthwise on the vring covers and the two wing covers meet each
ij
' other in a prominent ridge, making a line bisect in^: the body. On
I
each side of this middle ridge, at the point v/here the v/ings curve
I
abruptly downward, there is found a very prominent hump; while
j
jj
jList proceeding each of these humps there is arother one, very much
I
smaller in size. (From these four humps the beetle derives its
nsjne, i.e., quadrigibbus - the four humped.) In some instances
I'
i: the wing covers become quite grayish on top, ^specially so v/ith
li
\ the males, but their usual color is light eddish orown. The prc-
!i
||
boscis of the apple curculio is much longer and somewhat more slen-
der than that of the plum cujculio, being .102 to .131 inch long
and .014 to .015 inch v/ide. The mandibles and antennae occupy
about the sane relative position on this proboscis as the sairie parts
do in the c?se of the plum curculio. The prothoracic legs exceed
j
very nruch the length of the other two pairs of legs xvhich causes an
j
elevation of the anterior portion of the body at quite an angle
' above the posterior portion when the beetle is at rest.

THE APPLE CURCULIO
(Anthonornus Quadrigil^'bus )
THE PLUM CURCULIO
( Conotrachelue nemphar)

IPOISONING EXPERIimTTS
Tv;o of* the most satisfactory methods of eradicating chev/ing
insects are found in applying ersenicals or other poisons in the
I;
form of a liquid or dust spray, in such a manner that all portions
:
of the food plant are coated ivith poison. The former methoo, as
: far as experience is concerned, has for its endorsement, economy of
"both labor and money, is v.'ell adapted to orchard use, and, v/here
I
the poison is used in sufficient amounts and is properly applied,
the outcome is always very effectual in attaining the desired re-
sults. If firsenicals, notO/hly Paris green and lead arsenate, are
'i
I capable of poisoning these curculios, it occured to the author that
I through their use, a means was offered ?7hereby these noxious insects
could be combated. For the jiirpose of deterinining whether or not
the curculio could be poisoned and what amounts of poison or arseni-
cals ¥7ould be required the follovn-ng experiments were undertaken.
EXPERIMENT I - Paris green.
Preper-ation of Mixture and Fruit.
The weighing scales which I had at my service were not adjust-
ed so as to weigh less than one-half an ounce. This amount of
Paris green was weighed out and placed in a small vial. By use
I
of a m.easuring rule the vial was marked into six equal parts. By
carefully transferring one p?rt of the Paris green, .083 oz
.
, to
. a gallon of water and thoroughly agitating, a thorough mixture was
secured which was known as Mixture No. I. In this mixture Apple
' No. I was dipped and then allov;ed to dry in the air before being

placed in a common glass fruit-jar v/here it was subjected, to the
, ravages of the plum cur-culios. By adding another portion of
il
jj
Paris green to this mixture, Mixtiore No. II was prepared, into which
j
Apple No. II ?/as dipped. Adding another portion to Mixture No. II,
I
Mixture No. Ill v/as prepared, into -Yhich Apple No. Ill was dipped;
and "by adding another portion of Paris green to Mixture No. Ill,
Mixture No. IV resulted, into '":hich Apple No. IV v;as dipped. All
apples were treated precisely as No. I.
By this method of procedure, the treatment applied to Apple
No. I was approximately the seme as V7here 4 oz. of Paris green 8re
I
used to 50 gallons of water; that trer-.tment which Apple No. II re-
;
ceived, approxim.ately the same as where 8 oz. Paris green are used
to 50 gallons of water; that which Apple No. Ill received, approx-
imately the same as 12 oz. Paris green to 50 gallons of vrater; and
thP't treatment which Apple No. IV received, approximately the same
as 16 oz. or 1 lb. Paris green to 50 gallons of water.
A3iother apple which was known as "Check" was also used in
j
this ex:perim.ent ; it received no treatment whatever. Also, in
connection with and constituting a part of this experiment, an
'i attempt was made to solve another problem, that is, how long does
I
it take Paris green to deal disastrously with the plum curculios?
For this purpose slices of apples coated with Paris green were
placed in a friiit jar, known as No. 5.
All apples, after being properly dried were placed in properly
I
|l
and correspondingly labelled fruit jars.
ii
I THE CURCULIOS. (
The plum curculios v/hich were to be used in this experiment
had been confined in a glass fruit jar and all had been v/ithout i

food for at least twelve hoijrs; in fp.ct LiOGt of them had been
v/ithout food for thirty-six hours. Ten ciircLilios were placed in
each fruit jor.
At the bep-inning of the experiment the curculios v/ere very
hungry. This was evidenced, not only "by the fact that the curculi-
os began feeding at once upon the apples, but also, because the
curculios remaining in the confining ,1ar, attacked slices of apples
given them in much the sarie manner as a litter of hungry pigs at-
tack a trough of sv/ill.
The apples used in this experiment v/ere sound in every re-
spect, so that no lodgment place was left upon their surfaces where
Paris green vrov.l6 collect to give the feeding insects a concentrated
dose of poison.
After introducing the curculios into their respective ^firs,
cheese-cloth, held in place by rubber bands, was used to close each
.jar, and, besides serving to keep the cuTculios from escaping, al-
lowed good ventilation.
RESULTS.
The following table shov;s the results of this experiment.-
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TABLE NO. I,
POISONING PLUlvI CURCULIOS IVITH PARIS GREEN
Hrs.
Exp. in
Pro-
: gress
Number of Jar
CHECK.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
II
13
50
72
96
120
144
168
All livinsTv/o appar-:
ently dead
3 sick
1 dead
7 •»
8 "
3 appar-
ently dead
3 dead
3 dead &
1 sicK
3 dead &
1 sick
3 dead &
1 sick
5 dead
5 "
5 "
2 appareriVAll livir.f
ly dead
2 appar-
mtly dead
2 dead
5 dead &
2 sick
5 dead
10 dead
2 dead &
1 dying
2 deed &
1 dying
2 dead 35
2 sick
3 dead &
1 sick
4 dead
5 dead &
1 sick
5 dead &
1 sick
5 dead ^^
1 sick
5 dead &
1 sick
6 dead &
1 sick
6 dead 5:
1 sick
7 dead
8 '»
8 "
10 »
1 apparent- 1 sick
ly dead
1 dead
2 appar-
ontly dead
3 very
sick
1 dead &
3 sick
1 dead
3 sick
4 dead
6 dead
6 dead
6 dead &
1 sick
6 dead &
1 sick
7 dead
10 dead
1 dead &
1 dying
1 dead &
2 dying
1 dead &
2 dying
2 dead &
3 sick
2 dead &
3 sick
3 dead &
5 sick
6 dead &
4 sick
6 dead &
3 sick
7 dead &
3 sick
10 dead
(no record)
2 living, oth-
ers dead,SLck
8 dead
( no record)
9 dead &
1 sick
10 dead
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DISCUSSION' or RESULTS.
This experiment indicates that plinii cuTculjos can "be poiconed
by Paris green and incidently shows that there is much difference
in the susceptibility of individual insects to the poison. Small
quantities of Prris green seem to affect some curculios much more
rapidly than large quantities affect others. This can be seen
by comprTing jars No. land II v/ith III, IV, and V. In the end,
hovrever, it will be seen that it is the larger quan tities of Paris
green which effectually destroy the insects. Comparing all jars
with Jar IJo. V, it will be seen that only one jar contained enough
poison to Kill ti c insects in a manimuin space of tine. This is
Jar No. IV and it is closeLfollOT(7ed by Jar No. III.
In order to have somewhat of a check upoi: the preceeding ex-
periment and also to maKe an e-'fort to ascertain v/hether or not
apple curculios could be poisoned by Paris green, another experi-
ment was started on July 9th. The spple curculios fed so £:"8Ting-
ly that this may account in part for the results shown below.
Preparations of mixtiu-'es, insects, apples and o^ts were made
similar to those of the preceeding experim.ent. The "Ch^cK" jar
contained t-'o unspra^^'ed apples and ten pluiu cuTculios; Jar No. I
contained two a .pies dipped in the mixture of .32 oz. Paris green
per one gallon of water and. ten plum curculios; Jar No. II con-
tained two apples dipped in the mixture of .52 oz. Paris green per
one gallon of water end ten apple cuj?culios. The details of the
experiment were practically the same as in the foregoing experi-
rnent^
EXPERIMENT II - Paris green.

iRESULTS
:|
The results seo^Jtred ty this experi-^ent exe shown in the
: following t&;:l8 :-
TABLE NO. II
POISONING PLUM AND APPLE CURCULIOS VflTH PARIS C-REEH.
Report on condition of Insects
Hours Exp. in :
progress
Check Jar Jar No. I : J'c^r No. II
1 All living : All living : All li^.n.ng
o
fj < n II It tl
<
3 : tf It . One dead :
4 ti II , Two "
5 : Two dead :Four dead, three:
sick
6 Three dead :Six dead, two
sick
7 II II :Six dead, tv/o
sick
8 11 H ; Eight dead, one :
: sick
9 . II II .Nine dead, one
: sick
10 tl II :Ten dead.
144 : (No record)
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
I
The plum ciirculios used in this experiment had been confined
||
for a nimiber of days in a fruit-jar v/ith a large number of others
I and o'^ving to this probsj.ble over-crovrding, it is likely thr^t the
I
health of the insects was impaired. It may be, too, that the time
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had. come for many of the insects to die on account of old age. The
inference thrt there vms some niich factor, as one of these, at
v/ork is borne out by the fact that three curculios died, \vithin
ten hours, ~hile in tiic check Jar. Granting that there was one or
the other of these factors, or that both, were at work the results
obtained in Jsx No. I compare very favorably with those secured in
Jar No. IV of the preceding experiment.
The results secured by the attempt to poison the apple curcu-
lios v^cfe. not at all satisfactory. In the first place, very little
feeding v/as done; and in the second place, most all of t:.e feeding
was done through two or three openings. From this it is not
necessarily proved that it ir> impossible to poison the apple cur-
culios, for, had they fed as heavily and as ravenously as they
sometimes do, it is herd to see hovr they could escape v/ithout being
poisoned. Further investigations are needed to r;ive liglit upon
this point.
On September 3rd I resolved to try lead ari;enete as a poison
for the plum curculios. Before this date, I had demonstrated
tlirough the use of the necessary amou.nt of Paris green, the foliage
would suffer so much, that the use of this arsenical vjould be im-
practical. Lead arsenate was known as an arsenical v;hich v;culd
not injure the foliage, regardless of the concentration of the
spraying mixture. Though costing far more than Paris green, be-
cause of this neutral effect on the foliage it had a very strong
argument in its favor. Accordingly tv/o experiments v/ere undertaken
ji^jme, where the apples were sprayed with the lead arsenate nixtia?es
EXPERIMENTS WITH LEAD ARSENATE

V7hile upon the trees, and cmother, vrhere the apples were sprayed
with the sawe mixtures after the apples had been removed from the
trees.
PREPARATION OF LEAD ARSEITATE MIXTURE
Fifteen ounces of lead acetate and six ounces of soda arsenate
were weighed out accurately; dissolved each, separately, in small
Quantities of water; poured the lead solution into a tucket sprayer
containing tiiree gallons of water. The rsoda arsenate -was then-
added, to£:nther with enough water to make four gallons of the rrdx-
ture. The mixture was thoroughly agitated for severel m.inutes
so as to he sure tLf:t all reactions were complete. After my first
lot of apples had been treated and one gallon of the mixture had
been pumped out, one gallon of pure v/ater v/as added riaking four
gallons of mixture containing lead arsenate equivalent to 11-3/4
02. of lead acetate and 4—1/2 oz. soda arsenate.
FRUIT SELECTED
All fruit selected for these experiments had not been punctuTed
by the cirrculios; it, therefore, contained no crevices for the
lodgment of lead arsenate where the curculios would get a conceii-
trated dose of poison. Two apples were allov;ed to rem.ain upon
the tree ivhile all others were suspended from, limbs by m.eans of
cords fastened to their stems until after spraying and drying, when
they were suspended in glass jars.
SPRAYING AND OTKER TREATMENT
A common bucket sprayer v/as used to apply spray. Before each

application was made the mixture ivas thoroughly agitated and enough
pumped out to be sure all liquid v/hich remained in the hose from
the previous pi.'mping had been removed. Some of the apples were
sprayed ard others v/ere dipped in the mixture. The apples ivhich
were sprayed received three applic8.tions. After the first and
succeeding applications, each preceding application vras allowed
to dry before another v/as applied. V.'here an apple v/as dipped in
![
the mixture, one application v^as all that it received. The object
of spraying the three tines was to maKe sure that all portions of
the fruit v,'as hit by the spray, and, when the spray had once cried
it was very easy to tell what part of the fruit still needed spray-
ing.
TKE GURCULIOS
Plum, curculios were used in these experiments. Host of those
used in connection v/ith the apples remaining upon the tree had d^st
lately emerged and had not been allowed any food. In fact they
had never • asted an apple since they had left the fruit as larvae.
The curculios used in connection with the apples suspended in jars
were confined without food for thirty-six hours. Five ciirculios
were placed within the cheese-cloth sacks where the apples were
,
allowed to remain on ti;e tree; while in each of the jars five vjere
placed, excepting Nos. I and II which ?/ere allotted ten ^nd seven,
res^oectively
.
RESULTS

TABLE NO. Ill
POISONING PLim CURCULIOS WITH LEAD ARSENATE
Apples sprayed on the tree.
•.Strength of 4 •
No. of :ga^s. mlxtvxe Tine experiment in progress.
ciircullos : Lead : Soda
: acetate: arsenate; 48 hrs. . 72 lu's. . 84 hrs. .240 hrs.
5 : 15 oz: 6 oz'
5 : 11-1/4: 4-1/2 '
: 3 dead
1 "
: 4 dead : 5 dead
•Z M 3 dead
Perhaps the reason why the curcullos in the last mentioned
(less concentrated) trial did not die is because of their feeding
very sparingly'-.
TABLE NO
,
IV
POISONING PLUM CURCULIOS ^A'lTH LEAD ARSENATE
Apples sprayed and suspended in j?rs.
No. :
of :
dar
Kind of :
treatment :
Strength of 4 '
gals, mixture ' Time ejxperiLient in progress
Lead : Soda
acetate arsenate 12 hrs. : 72 hrs. :: 90 hrs.
I
' Sprayed 15 oz .
:
6 OS. ' no record : 7 dead . 10 dead
II : ir II U It 2 dead : no record'.no record
III :' Dipped : II 11 • •1 tt no record : 4 dead : 5 dead
IV . Sprayed 11-1/4': 4-1/2 •1 II 4 dead and 5 "
1 sick
V u tt II « If sick ; tt
VI : Sprayed & ti It If If • 3 dead ; 3 dead
. div'ped
VII : Dipped 11 It fi 11 2 " : 2 "
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CISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Both parts of this experiment v/ith lead arsenate v;ere "brought
to a close "before they ^yere entirely completed; nevertheless, the
results shor that it is unquestionably possible to poison plum
curculios by the use of this arsenical. When a mixture of four
gallons containing fifteen ounces of lead acetate and six ounces of
scda arsenate are used as a spray the results show plainly that
|j
this is sufficient to produce poisoning and death v/ith feeding cur-
culios, whil« there is some in'-'ication that the same in true v:here
a mixture of equal volume contains only 11-1/4 ounces lead acetate
and 4-1/2 ounces soda arsenate; still tlie results are not secured
as quickly. Either lead arsenate does not - act as quickly as Paris
green or else the dose v/hich the curculios received in this experi-
ment was not sufficientl3r concentrated to give the best results.
V'here it took at least over seventy-tvj'o hours to poison the lolum
I
curculios with lead arsenate, vn.th Paris green only ten hours v/ere
required to accomplish the same end.
It is interesting to note hov; much and what v/ould be the cost
of lead arsenate for a m.ixture of fifty gallons. In the stronger
mixture eleven pounds and IO-1/2 ounces of lead acetate and 4 pounds
and 3 ounces of soda arsenate would be required for e-'^-ch fifty
gallons, costing at v/holesale prices, respectively, |?1.75 and ^.67;
making a total of |2.42. With the weaker mixture 8 pounds and
ir,-5/8 ounces of lead acetate and 3 pounds and 0-1/4 ounces of soda
arsenate v/ould be required for ep.ch fifty gallons, costing, respect-
ively, I1.34 and $.53, making a total of ^1.87.
There are other factors to be taken into consideration in the
results secured. To what extent did the curculios damage the
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fruit used in the differ eiit instances? vrhere the friiit regained
upon the troes, in the case v.'here gll the curculios were killed,
before getting their c.eadly dose of poison, they failed utterly'-
to pierce the flesh or even the skin of the apple. Besides, when
this fr'dt was exriiiined a inonth "tater there was a?-parently a good
coat of lead arsenate still remaining to it, regardless of the fact
that it had passed trj?ough some very stormy v/eather. Ho7.-ever, the
Experiment Station chemists failed to find the slightest trace of
arsenic present. V/ith the fri'it on the tree receiving less poison
several punctures were ma.de into its flesh. Up tint il October 2nd,
thirty days after spraying, the former ^^tf^me^ fruit was in perfect
condition while the latter was much decayed about the punctured
places
.
Exaii.ination of fruit from the jars revealed the following -
Jar Ko. 1. -
Only once place was found u"on this fruit where the bee-
.tles had eaten ii to the sKin but it v/as so slight that it would not
blemash the ^pple. The poison was removed in 'i'our other places
about the size of a pin-point.
Jar 110. 2. -
The skin vras not broken on this epple although the poison
had been removed in several small spots.
Jar No . 3 . -
The poison had been rem.oved from two small spots on this
apple but the skin had not been broken.
Jar No. 4. -
The skin on this apple had been broken in tvro sm.all spots
where tv;o shallow punctures had been made.
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Jar No. V. -
Seven shallow punctures were f o". nd or. this fruit
.
Jar ITo. VI. -
Ty/o small shallow punctures had "been made on this fruit; the
poison was also gone in spots.
Jar Wo. VII. -
jj
Seven shallow punctures were the marks left "by the eurculios
upon this fruit. These punctures were much larger tlrian those
found upon previous fruits examined in this experiment.
The effects upon the condition of the fruit is much in favor
of the stronger formula. For, besides killing the insects, it
protects the fruit from injury at the same time.
OTEER METHODS OF DESTRCYIHG PLUM CURCULIOS.
Exposure of Pupae.
As will "be seen later from experiments upon the life history
of the plum curculio, pupae of tliis insect remain in the ground
in a helpless condition for a number of dcys and. it seemed alto-
l!
gether possible that here might be a means of eradicating the insect,
through exposing it to the air and other agencies above the sur-
face of the ground. In order to determine the value of exposure
of pupae to the air and to the heat of the sun, on July 25th, I
placed five pupae upon moist, finely sifted soil immediately after
taking them from the ground. At 11:50 A. M. I placed them out
in the open where the direct rays of the sun might strike them.
(I think the temperature was fully 100 Fahr. in the shade.) I
watched tliem very closely for twenty-five minutes. They did an
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enormous amount of squirming and^riggling showing that the heat and
air was very uncomfortable to them. I heel to leave them for a i!
few minutes but by 12:35 P. M. four had been killed and five
j
minutes later the fifth one was dead. It "took only fifty m.inutes
exposure to kill all. !!
MatuTe larvae at this date, July 25th, were found in abundance
resting in their burrov/s av^aiting transformation into pupae, so it
seemed v/ell to asccTtain whether exposure y:ould kill them, also. I
As soon 8S the pupae had been killed the larvae were placed upon the
same soil, which had become hot and dxy by this tim.e, and then left
in the sun for results. At tiio end of ten minutes all of the larvae
were dead.
|j
ii
The pan containing the dead pupae ai.d Isrvae was left exposed
to the sun, as in the experiment, until 2: 00 P. M. when it ?/as
found that both larvae and pupae had completely dried up, leaving
shriveled pieces of skin behind to show v/here they had been.
On the evening of August 6th another trial was given plum
curculio pupae to see v;hat effect exposure to the dsmp evening
air had r'pon them. Eleven pupae were placed upon some finely
sifted soil and allowed to remain over night. All were alive
the next morning, so in order to shade them from tiie sun, tho^- were
covered over with branches of evergreen and then placed out in the
sun. At noon, nine v/ere dead and by 1:00 P. M., another had died.
The eleventh one v/as found dead an hour later. Iione of the direct
sunlight struck the pupae but the drying out of the soil seemed to
be sufficient to kill them.
At 10 o'clock on the morning of August 8th, eleven pupae were
placed upon some moist, finely sifted soil and left in the shade of
an apple tree. By 7: 00 A. M., on August 9th, all but four of

these had disappesTed and at tho same time the following morning,
only two living pupae remained. By 6:50 P. M., on the 10th,
^1
these rem.aining pupae v/ere all dried up. During most of this tim.e
the v;eather had teen cloudy and dainp, still through some m.eans or
another the pupae were made away with. The last half day was
rather vjsrm and the sun shovm out, so this may account for the
death of the Isst two pupae. As for the cause of the disappear-
ance of the other nine pupae I could see no signs of ants; noi-
|
could I discern any footprints of "birds. Doubtless some predacious
insect had "been responsible for their disappearance.
Again, fifteen pup^e end four mature Isrv^were taken from
their burrows and placed upon some finely sifted soil in the shade
I of an apple tree at 2:30 P. M. August 8th. All were examined at
7:00 o'clock the next morning. The night had been very cool v/ith
a heavy dew. All the larvd^fe and ten of the pup^e were still
living at 7:00 A. M. August 9th. Sm.all pinkish colored ants had
evidently killed and. had. ea.ten the five missing pupae for they were
attacking the larvae at this time end were also feeding on the skin
of a pupa. An hour and one-half after this note-tek.ing, I came
back and v;eitched the progress of the work of destruction which the
ants had undertaken. At this time quite an army of ants v/ere l|
gathering for the feast. I v/atehed them for ten minutes as they
struggled and worked "ith their victims and then by means of a few
drops of chloroform I settled most of those working about the larvae.
At 8:40 A. M. I -placed a pupa which had ncc-rly transformed into an
j
imago (in fact it had already shed the pupal skin) in the path of
|!
the assembling ants. Y/hen the ants first m.ade their attack upon
this victim, the latter vjas able to keep them off by constantly
«
?,2
throwing its legs 'backv/ards and forwards; soon, however, the ants
became too powerful ^vf. the innTiature beetle was killed, serving as
one of the covirses at the feast vjhich the ants were enjoying. At
noon the ants had eaten most of the immature beetle and had killed
four more pupae. All the larvgTe and pupae had been killed ^nd
most of them totally destroyed by 6:30 in the evening. This
destruction of ten pupae and foiuc* larvae was a very good day's
work for the ants.
These trials of the effect of -^^xposure of pupae show that
anything which rmesTths the ^jupae, subjecting them to the influ-
ence of th'" air, sun, ants or predacious insects would aid very
materially in exterminating the plum curciilio. For a season simil-
ar to that of 1905 cultivating orchaTds to a depth of from I-1/2
to 2 inches once in every two weeks, from the last week of July
to the first of September, at wliich time the bulk of pupae are in
the ground, would, no doubt, be highly beneficial in furthering a
ridance of this enemy o| orchard fruits.
PLACING APPLES IK THE SUN
As a result of another experiment it v.^as incident ly shown
that the placing of apples, in which larvae were developing, out
v/here the sun shown upon them, proved a very effectual method of
destroying the insect. Tliree lots of apples were used in each
case, and after twenty?- days, a record was made on the number of
IsiTvae, pupae and images developing from the fruit. In the first
instance 200 apples were left in the shade of an apple tree and
the record shov/ed 4 apple curculio adults, and the follov/ing forms
of the plum curci'lio - 15 larval, 23 pupae, and 5 images; making
a total of 43 possible plum curculios and 4 appJLe curculios develop-
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ing to mturity. In the second instance 200 apples were trc^.ted
in the sene manner ?rith a record shovving no apple cia?ailios, 9
larvae, 23 pupae and 2 images, of the plim curculio making a total
of 34 possible insects. In the third instance, 250 a"' pies were
placed in the sun v/ith a record showing 1 larva, 1 pupa, and 1 imago
of the plum curculio, only making a total of 3 possible insects. ||
The apples were all gathered at the same time and v^ere placed in
a bucket from which they were counted into boxes so arranged tliat
j
the escape of insects was im.possible. (For full description of
these boxes see under "Depth of Pupation" p. 37. ) While nothing
can be positively stated as to the number of possible insects which
would have developed in the 250 apples had they not been placed in
the sun, yet it is reasonable to suppose that the percentage yield
should iiave been as high as in the other two instances. Figuring on
the basis of the larger yielding lot of these two, there should
h^ve been 54 plum curculios and 5 apple ciu'culios and on the basis
of the smaller, there should have been 42 plum curculios; whereas,
thJ?ough the exposure of fruit to the sun the number was diminished
to 3, or over 94 ^ of the plum curculios and 100 fo of the apple
cta-'culios had been killed in the former case and over 92^^ in the
latter.
i
Through the facts presented in this experim.ent it is shown that
a very practical method of ridding an orchard of this pest would be
to rake the falier apples out from under the trees and exranging
,them in thin layers where sun may have full play upon them. So far
as is known now this raking process should be begun with the earliest
windfalls and contimied iip until the m-iddle or the last paa?t of
;
August. This treatment is applicable to both insects, the apple i
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curculio as v/ell as the pliin curculio.
WILL CHICKENS EAT CURCULIOS?
I had often he^Td it advocated as a wise pl^: n to set pluxi trees
in a chicken yard, the value being that chickens Tvould destroy
j
the curculios. In order to test the utility of chickens and their
capacity AS curculio destroyers I threw several of the insects dovm
before some chickens \vhen they came up in th- evening for feed.
These vrexe young chickens and evidently had not seen many curculios
before. One young cockerel eyed a healthy curculio for a minute
and then took it tenderly in his beak as if to taste . it before
sT.Tallo\7ing. Apparently, the first tasted very good for he at
once picked up another. By this tine, the otlier hungry young fowls
had been convinced th' t here was something that would help to sat-
isfy their hunger and they greedily pounced upon the remaining
ij
curculios. \Vhere it is possible to have chickens underneath trees
infested with cui'culios, they will, no doubt, be of great service
in eradicating the pests.
JARRING AND CATCHING BY HAND.
The records of jarring curculios which follow in another
j
connection show that this method may serve in helping to kill off
the insects tut it is such a slow job and the v/ork is done at such
a disadvantage with apple trees that the method would be impracti-
cal. As for catching by hand, this is still slower and more !
tedious and less satsifactory lhan jarring. That they can be
caught and should be caught and destroyed goes without saying, but
to make a business of trying to get rid of them in this manner would

be aTDsuTd.
WORK UPON THE LIFE HISTORIES OP THE CURCULIOS.
Srine yjotK v/as done upon the life history of the two crirculios
jj
hut oMing to the season at which most of these investigations were
pursued, very few facts were definitely brought out. To gain an
!' accurate conception of the tine of development through the egg, lar-
va and pupa stages, woi^.ld require that the investigator begin his
I
work in the early spring and pursue it very persistently for tvro
j
or more nonths. Owing to the time the work v,ras begun nothing was
i;
'I definitely shown as to the actual time requirer! f'or the eggs to
-tKc-ir
i
hatch and then for the larvae to pass through ^ ievelpoment but
I
some data were secured as to the tine of pupation in the case of
the plum curculio. Fnile the first t\:o of these transformation
^
Ij
periods remained unsolved V7ith the last r^entioned insect, all were
left obscure in the case of the apple curculio. What little was
ascertained regarding the apple cujculio \7as estimated in a round-
about v/ay.
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^ Notes on the Life History of tue Plujn Oureiilio. :
Mating, - My attention had often been attracted hy the pairing of
the Plun Curculios,so on July 2 an attempt was made to observe the
exact process, for this process is the extreme beginning of the life-
,
history. Plum Curculios i^hich I had confined in a glass ,lar
were observed to be mpting very plentifully. They seemed to be
having such a hard time 7/hile in the nf^r ^ith the other ever-scrambling
curculios that in order to give them a better showing, and also to
make better observations, I reached do^Ti "'ith a stick to which the
I female immediately seized. By this method the pair, the male
clinging to the female,was removed from the jar and brought out
||
where I could observe their antics by m.eans of a small hand lens.
In the case of the first pair removed, the male seemed unwilling to
have one obser^'^e him under such circumstances , soon released his hold
on the female and scampered away. Another pair was secured, where
!l the female distinguished heiself because of her liveliness. She
seem.ed bound to relieve herself of the m.ale,which climg tenaciously
to her. I soon found by placing my finger upon the feet of the
il
female I could hold her j^st where I pleased without molesting the
male. (This male seemed less m.odest than the preceding one observed).
jl
It was 6.05 P.M.when I begaii observations upon this pair. The
i[ male clung to the back of the female with his fore pair of legs
fastened over the wing-hinges, with his middle pair of legs clutching
' her body ;iust in front of her rear legs and with his hind legs fixed
l!
II
tightly around and extending under the abdominal region of the
female. In this position the union was m.ade.
During the first part of the mating the m.ale projected his organ
j|
very rapidly so that the end tickled the very tip of the female's

a'bdomen. This seemed to be a tlokling process vrtiicli was indulged
in to get tlie femsde to lovrev her abdomen ^elo^^r her wing-covers,
\7hich was necessary before the union could teKe place. Y/hen this
' tickling had accomplished its purpose and the union had been made,
the male manipulated his organ by the movemient of the rear abdominal
i
segments. By means of his prothoracic legs he held himself in
li
close to the body of the female. This process continued for 20
minutes "^hen the male evidently wented a rest,^"'hich lasted about one
( minute ;he again mounted the female and began teasing. This time
l|
when the union was made the female did a great deal of bucking and
||
squirming to get rid of the m.ale. V/ith.her hind feet she could
easily reach the organ of the male, but he prevented her by the use
|l
of his hind feet to cover this part. "(Vhen the process had once
begun the female did not appear uneasy any m.ore,and even when. I
released my hold upon her she did not run about as before, but stood
stamping her feet and wiping one with the other. This second
'! process continued 14 minutes when the male crawled off and began
I scam.pering rapidly up and down the stick.
On July 3 t7/o instances were noted where the m.ales used their fore
feet in caressing the female before the union. They 7/-ould draw
I
their feet across the forehead of the female; beginning ;lust at the
jj
junction of the proboscis and head. The stroke was made backward
I
and upward T'.'ith side-sweeping motion. This action was repeated
I very rapidly when the union was made. In one case this
\\
caressing so occupied the attention of the female that she neglected
the usual kicking and squirming process. However, in the second
instance even 'Aath all this caressing the fem.ale was dissatisfied,
for it rather seemed to be a warning of what was to follow. "Aisn

the stroking began, stie at once comrcenoed prancing and kicking, but
she was not quick enough to rid herself of the male nor of his
infliction.
No mating Tas observed to take place upon the trees, but whenever
the curculios were confined, seemingly the first impulse that struck
the m.ale vras to mate v^ith a female. Much of this mating was
observed during th^^ late summer,when it was done by the brood of
1903 which had only lately emerged from the ground.
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Jars Used as Breeding Cages.
On July 4th some glass fruit-,-] ars covered with lanp chimneys
were arranged as prospective breeding cages for the curculios. The
jars used were filled with water and over the mouth six thicknesses
of cheese-cloth were placed. In each covering of cheese-cloth
there was a hole in which a hranch could be inserted. Wlien a
branch containing an apple had been placed in the covering, a No. 2
lamp chiminey was fitted down tightly over all, and the top of it
v/as covered securely with cheese-cloth held in place by a rubber
|
band, after the insects had been deposited within. The accompany-
ing illustration shows these breeding cages as they were when the
,
insects were in them..
Breeding and Observation Cages.
1I
f
A great many pairs of pltun oiirculios v/ere noticed rating
shortly after emerging froin the ground and some were then selected
for these breeding cages. Regardless of the fact that they vrere
closely observed at times and kept in confinement for several weeks,
no eggs were laid although they fed heavily upon tjie fruit. Some
old insects were confined in these cages on July 4th but they did
not lay any eggs. It is presumed that the egg-laying season was
over for these individuals.
In-as-much as no eggs were laid by the brood of 1903 in apples
confined in these cages and also because fev; eggs were found in
apples, later tiian the period v/hen the new cin-cullos were confined,
it seems very probable that there ib no second brood.
Length of Egg and Larva Stages Com.bined.
Professor Cra.idall confined some plum curculios in a glass
vessel m his office v/ith somey^punctured friiit and found that l^j-vae
emerged, as an average, in twenty-six days. This may be a shorter
period than is normally found where the apples contam^y^eggs and
larvae are exposed to the open air and fluctuating conditions of
temperature and moistiu'^e. In instances where apples were under
controlled conditions the egg and larva period has occupied at least
a greater space of tim.e. Where apples were confined in a sand
seive and covered securely v/ith cheese-cloth on August 1st, a plum
c^Tculio larva emerged on Septemfoer 7th, represe- ting a period of
thrity-seven days. ?;ild crabs v/ere gathered from a tree on July
30th and confined in a tight box. A plum curculio larva emerged
from them on September 10th, representing a period of forty- tv/o
days
.

1 LENGTH OF PUPA PERIOD
About the middle of July two tiles were placed in tlie ground
and filled and pacKed vritli earth leaving a thin layer of loose soil
i| on top. These v/ere so located that they were fully exposed to
the sun. Upon July 20th, eight plum curculio larvae were placed
in one of these tiles, No. I. The larvae inmediately buried them-
• selves in the loose .soil after which the tops of the tiles were
' closed over with cheese-cloth vfhich was tied down securely. Ten
i plum curculio larvae were placed in the other tile, No. II, on
I July 22nd. Beginning vrith July 28th, daily observations were made
on each of the tiles. The following table shows the dates V7hen
i!
the beetles emerged.
TABLE NO. V .
PUPATION PERIOD 0? PLUM CURCULIOS.
No. of
Tile :
Experirient
begun :
No . emerging
beetles
Date of Em.erg-:
ence
No. Bays
Pupating
I : July 20, : 2 : August 16 : 27
: 1 : " 20 31
II : " 22 : 1 13 22
: 1 : " 16 25
On August 27th six plum curculio larvae were placed in a can
of earth and when I left Barry for the University on September 12th,
;
it was taken v/ith me. On October 6th, one adult^curculio was taken
;
from the can, representing a period of thrity-nine days for pupating.
ij Four m.ore adult beetles were removed on October 8th, v/hich showed

a period of forty-one lays. Careful examination of earth showed
no trace of the other curculio either aa a larva, pupa or adult.
Here it is seen that the pupation period varies from twenty- tv/o
to forty-one days. The heat of the sun may have shortened the
length of tirne required in the case of th.e tiles^and the cool weath-
er to which t'le others in the can were subjected)^ m.ay have length-
ened the period for them. No doubt but what t};e figures given here
very nearly cover the extremes, either for the shortness or longness
of the pupation period.
It is interesting to note the season occupied by the plum cur-
culio in transforming from larva to adult. The first mature beetle
observed em.erging by me was found while digging imder some plum
trees on August 1; counting twenty-tv/o days from, tir.e of entering
'
ground until it emerged as a beetle, we have pupation beginning on
July 10. The last larva observed to em.erge from fruit came from
a wild crab on Septemiber 10; counting a period of forty-one days
we have the period ending October 31st. For the bulk of the in-
sects, however, it seems v;ell to predict that, for a season like
tiiat of 1903, they are pupating most abundantly during the last
half of July and the first half of August.
Notes on the Life History of the Apple Cujculio.
An attemxpt was made to redoposit the eggs of the apple cuTcullq
after they had been found in a frmt, by making cavities in other
fruits and plac'-ng the eggs in these cavities. On July 9th two
such trials v/ere made. By means of a disecting needle cavities
\7ere made in unpunctuTed apples which vrere allowed to rem.ain upon
the trees. The opening into each cavity was m.ade as small as

possible while the main cavity was enlarged into a ccnioal-shaped
chainber. Preliminary to the redopositing, the cavities were dj?ied
by swabb- :.ng them with pieces of cheese-cloth. The ergs were taken
from their original cavities on the point of a disecting needle
and allowed to drop into their new, artificial cavities. Apple |
pulp was then plr.ced into and over the opening su that air night
be excluded as much as possible. However, on examining these rede-
posit fruits by cutting into then on July 19th, the e-gs were
found to have been destroyed, presumably by rot which infested the
cut ;.ilaces.
With the utter failure of this experiment^ all hope for ob-
taining definite information regarding the. life history of the apple
curculio during the season of 1903, vanished.
The firBt emierging apple curculio beetles were noted on July
14th and the last emerging beetle came out in a box of apples some
tine between September 12th and October 2nd.
Pup^'ting forms of this beetle were found in the fruit most
I
abundantly during the month of July.
Freshly om.erged cpple curcuJios v;ere also confined in the
breeding cages with atopies on July 16th but no eggs were deposited
by then although kept confined until Septem.ber 10th, which fact
seem.s tb indicate that no second brood occurs during a single
season.
HABITS OF THE CURCULIO.
Quite a little information was gained in various v/ays regard-
ing some of the habits of the insects; but at best it is only
fragm.entary "^nd needs to be supplem.ented by more extended and

detailed worlc.
HABITS OF PLUM CURCULIO.
c c
Probably the most notable evidences that a plum curculio has
visited an apple or plum are the so called cresent and feeding
punctures. The cresent punctures usually accompany egg-laying and
consist of a small egg-slit with a cresent cut extending about half
way around it. I did not have the opportunity of seeing one of
these cuts made so I cannot describe the process.
VlVa the feeding' punctures, definite notes v/ere taken, of the
exact process on July 6th at the time they were being made. The
feeding puncture is started by the curculio eating a small round
hole in the sKin of the apple; and I noted no case in v;hich in the
starting process the skin was not eaten. Gradually the hole is
deepened and the orifice enlarged until it is usually about 1/I6
of an inch in diameter. However, in some instances during the
later vrork it has been observed to be 1/4 of an inch across. The
enlm-ging is accomplished by the insect swinging its proboscis
from one side to the other. As a tfesult of tliis last process the
hole is left either in a cresent, ovate, circular or irreg-ilar
shape. In deepening the cavity the curculio pushes its bea^K.
downward gradually \?orking it back in under its body until at last
the insect appears standing on its head in order to get th fUsk
from as far on ' lie interior as possible.
In the late work duTing the heated days of Aua"ust and Septem-
ber it vjas not uncommon to find the plum curculios established
within cavities made in the apples and there ;70uld either be feeding
"to their heart's content" or else sleeping with tiie head hanging
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;i
i'
over the margin of their den in mich the np^rne manner as an old
watch-dog sleeps in his kennel. A record of the occurrence of pliim
Gurculios found in cax'-ities was hegun on August 21st and the
following table oliov/s the data collected.
TABLE HO. VI .
FINDING OF PLUM GURCULIOS UPON APPLES DURING THE LATE
SUI'^MER
Date No. on surface . No. in cavities
August 21 14 25
" 22 : 3 : 11
" 26 8 : 8
" 28 : 28 : 3
>
" 31 : 20 6
Sept. 12 3
Oct. 1 ; : 4
'» 2 5 12
Upon several occe^^io^s fruit was examined to ascertain the
number and kind of punctures upor. tlie surface, whether eggs were
laid, v/hether larval had developed and in vvhat condition the larval
were found. All of these records v;ere made early in July and the
following table shows what v/as found relating to the plum curculio.
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TABLE . NO. VII.
EXAMINATION OF APPLES FOR PLUM CURCULIO PUNCTURES,
larvXe. ETC
.
No . of* • No . Feed— : No. BP'S . No :No. liv- : No. larvKe
Apple : in?" ' ing
•
Lar- '; dead in "burrows
: Punc tiJTes : Punctures
: 22 : 1 1
2 4 : 2 2
3 : 2 1 : 1
4 : 3
5 : 4
6 4 ! 1 1 :
7
8 : 9
9 : 1 :
10 6
11 : 1
12 1 2 1 1
13 : 4 1 1
14 : 8 1 1
15 : 1
16 : 3 1 1
17 ; 6 1- 1
18 : 13 : 1 :
10 : : 2 2
20 : 2 : 2
21 : 5 1
22 ; 1
23 : 9 1 : 1
24 : 5 : 2 : 1
25 : 1 : 2 :
26 ; 5 o
27 4 : 1 '
28 : 3 : 3 :
29 :
30 : 2 : 2 :
31 6 3 :
32 11 : 3
33 38 2 : 2
In an exanci'nation of 195 fallen apples, r.ade on July 16, I
found. 38 plum c rcxilio larvab and one fruit in v/hich a larva had

been. No record was made upon the exact number of punctures. In
one of tl^ese apples two plum curculio larvjs^ were found. The
following photograph is illustrative of the early worK of the plum
curculio u:oon young apples.
Picture No, on p. lo
1shov/s the feeding work ofthe plun curculio very nice-
ly, also. These punctures
are noxe characteristic of
the late feeding.
The early feeding and
eresent puncttires cause de-
formed, gnarly apples, while
the late feeding punctures
cause blenislies in the form
of holes which destroy the
salableness of the fruit.
Furthermore, through the
development of the egg, which is laid in connection with cresents,
into the larvjf" v/hich burrowr: in the fruit, premature falling is
caused in most instances.
A Fruit Showing the Results
of Early Feeding V/ork of the Plum.
Curculio
.
Depth of Pupation.
The depth at which plum curculio larvae ?:o beneath the surface
to pupate has been variously stated and supposed authorities usualt/
give the depth at fvXn tlu'^ee to six inches. In order to get some
definite inforraation upon thin point I dug pupae upon a mimber of
occa'"sions,*-.in most instances using a foot ruler and making exact
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measurements oi" tlie depth. At otiier tines measurements were made
"by tlie use of the eye alone. Considerable work was carried on
imder sone pluri trees, the fruit of v/hioh had nearly all fallen
from the trees as a result of the development of plum curculio
larvae in tiiem. Occas ionally I dug for pupae under apple trees
"but as t::e apple crop v/as very short the ground was not very plenti-
fully supplied v;ith them; so most or my attention was confined to
the plum trees.
T\70 principal methods were used in digging up t'-e pupae and
ascertaining their depth below the surface; first, blocKs of soil
were removed by the use of a spade^ and, by using a case-Knife thin
slices were shaved off until the pupa'e were located; and second,
a hole from six to eight inches in depth was dug by means of a
spade and this was gradually enlarged by cutting thin slices from
the sides v;ith a case-Knife. In practically every instance the
examination of the soil tool<: place to a depth of three or more
inches.
The following table shows the record of this worK which was
begun on July 24th and did not stop until September 11th.
TABLE NO . VIII .
DEPTK AT Vv-HICH PLUM CURCULIO LARVAE GO TO I- URATE.
Date No . found Form Depth in inches.
July 24
28
30
Aug. 1
G
3
1
1
Pupal
tl
If
Larval
It
Pupal
Between 3/4 and 2
3/4
I-1V2
1/4
1
1/2

TABLE NO. VIII. (continued)
Date : lio. found : Form : Deptii in inches
Aug. 1 : 8 : Pupal : •z /a
6 tf •
1 : » I 1-1/2
1 : IrrjAature inago: 1
' 2 : » tf ; 1-1/4
2 : t? IT
• MO u over 4
1 : Larval : ±
>
•
1 : Pupal : 1-1/ 4
1 :
•» 5 2 :
^ •
J. .
It
*
It
1 /<>
5/4
2 : " ', 1
1 : !l
• 1 —1 /2
2 : IiPinature iiiago
;
5/4
" 6 : 9 : rUpai WUw UVCX X— J-//0
lO If If It
3 : 1/2J.
^
« 7 : 1 : Larval :
8 :
5 : If ; 3/4
1 : 1 1 /A1-1/4
11 : Pupal :
8 : 3/4
3
1 : iHiP.ature inago / A-0/4
3 • If If
1
n 8 2
: 4
Larval
• If
1/4.
;
-1-/4
r/p
: 2 * tf 3/4
: 1
: 1
- tf
If
: 1-1/2
: 1 : Pupal , 1/4
: 3 ft : 1/2
7 . 11 ^ /4
5 • It : 1
: 4 • If 1
1 /it
3 If 1-1/2
: 1
: 1
• If
ilmature imago : 3/4
: 2 . It II 1-1/2
Sept. 7 : 2 Pupal 1/2
2 It 1
: Inanature imago 3/4
" 11 1 : Pupal 1
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In all there are 153 records on different individuals ranging
i
j
in depth from 1/4 to 2 inches (more exactly 1-3/4 inches).
I
L'EPTH OF AS REGULATED BY TILTH OF SOIL
'1
• An effort was made to get some information as to vrhether loose-
ness of the soil had anything to do v;ith the depth "td ."i^ich larvae
'I
'
i go to pupate. For this purpose three bottomless boxes 10" X 12"
I
X 14" were prepared for v/hat I called "pupation boxes". These
!|
vfere placed in the ground on July 20th.
Box No. 1 T/as pla ced under an apple tree where there had been
no cultivation, and conseqijiently there v/as a good matting of blue-
grass sod covering the ground. I dug away on all sides of a space
sibout this sqd-area leaving a cubical block of earth. vrnen this
.
had become small enough, through shaving slices off of the sides, !
I placed tlie box over it rnd drove it down tightly so that only
j
a feY7 inches of the top part of the box projected above the ground.
i: Around the edges of the box, where it did not fit tightly up to the
!!
soil, dirt was tamped in tightly so that as a whole the ground was
GonditioTi.
primarily in the same as it \/ould have been under normal circumsWces.A
I Box Ho-. II Y/as placed in a cultivated field vrhere the sunlight i'
I
could strike it, the earth being enclosed as in the case of Box
No. I; while Box No. Ill was placed in the ground undor an apple
tree and filled with loose dirt.
|
Soil was packed tightlj?" around the outer edges of the boxes
j;
in each case, so there would be no drying out and cracking of the
II
soil they contained.
Apples had been gathered from, beneath the Grimes Golden and
Ben Davis trees which had every indication of containing larvae of ,

the curculios. In Box No. I, 200 Grimes Golden apples v:ere placed;
250 Grines Golden v;ere placed in Box No. II: and 200 Ben Davis
in Box No. III. Over the top of ench box a cheese-cloth covering
v/as tacked closely to prevent the escape of any beetles which might
em.erge. Every precaution vras taken to see that the boxes v/ere
thoroughly curculio tight. There had been no fruit on these trees
so that it was not possible that forms of the plum curculio v/ere
already in the ground over which Boxes No. I and II were placed.
Upon taking up these oupation boxes on August 7th and 8th the
follovring records were made.
Box No. I -gave four adult apple curculios r:',nd one adult plum
curculio and the follov:ing form.s of the plum curculios in the ground:
1 larva at a depth of l/4 of an inch,
A. y\ I \
8 larvae and 11 pupae at a depth of 1/2 of an inch. i
5 larvae, 8 pupae and 1 iiiimature beetle at a depth of 0/4"
4 pupae and 3 ir-^mature beetles at a depth of 1 inch.
1 larva at a depth of I-1/4 inches.
Box No. II gave the following forms of plum curculios in the
ground v/ith nothing whatever above groiind.
|
1 iPTva burrowing down at a depth of 1/2 inch.
1 pupa and 1 irmiature beetle at a depth of I-I/2 inches.
Box No. Ill gave nothing above ground with the following
below the surface -
i
'1
II
2 larvste and 1 pupa at a depth of 1/4 inch, jl
4 larv^ and 2 pupae at a depth of 1/2 inch.
1 larva, 7 pupa% and 1 immature beetle at a depth of 3/4'»
1 larva and 6 pup^ at a depth of 1 inch.
4 pupae and 1 immature beetle at a depth of I-1/4 inches. ;
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1 larva and 2 piipa^ at a depth of I-1/2 inches.
1 pupa at a dn'ith of I-3/4 inches.
Regardless of the first intention of the author to make a
compari^^on betv/een results secured in boxes No. 1 rnd 2 on the
basis of condition of soil affecting depth of pupation it does not
seem vrell to naive a comparison on that score. The effect of the
sun was a factor v/hich was not considered v^hen the experiment was
planned. As has already been mentioned, the eun's heat played
an important part in causing a small percentage yield of plusi cur-
culios from these apples, so too, it seems very evident that, it
has played some part in determining^of pupation. Doubtless, the
larvae which di--" p:ot to burrow went to tiie .depth of one and one-half
inches to get below the dry soil ar.d to escape the heat of the sun.
Plum cuTculio larvae dislike dry soil and they also use every
effort to avoid heat.
Considering that these reasons are sufficient for dropping ':
li
the results secured m Box Ho. 2 from, a compaxison of tilth of soil
I:
I
as affecting depth of pupation, boxes Wo. I and III ai'c still left.
|
These bi":xes were subjected to the same kind of treatment as re-
|
gards exposure, shade, sunlight, etc., and only differed in the
condition of the soil. For the sake of comparison, the average
depth at which the larvae, pupae and immature boetles v/ere found
in each box m.ay be taken. This average with Box ITo. I is .655 of
an inch and with Box ITcJII, .662 of an inch. The diiference is
so slight that it is not worth conr ideration and indicates that
tilth of soil, otiier things being equal, has no influence upon the
depth to v/hich larv^ go for pupation.
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HOW EARLY IN THE DAY ARE CURCULIOS FOUND UPON THE FRUIT?
An effort was made to ascertain whether or not curculios v.-ere
found u'on the fruit early in the morning. On June 5 0th, I
examined some trees at 6:00 A. I!, and soon found a plum curculio
upon an apple. I plucked the apple and oTDserved the curculio
j!
closely for an hour hut it did not atteript to dc any feeding.
It had apparentl3^ rested upon a tree during the night for there
v-'ere no signs of its feeding. On July 1st, at 5:30 A. M., I se-
cured six plum curculios by shaking a small tree. On Septeniber
12th, "between 4:45 and 5:15 A. I.;., tliree curcul'os were found rest-
ing in cavities vhere they had doubtless passed the night. At
this tim.e the day v/as just breaking and from the contented manner
shown by the insects they had not yet begun v/ork upon the fruit.
V/HAT PERCENT OF FALLEN FRUIT PRODUCE CURCULIOS.
On Augxist 1st an experiment was started in order to determine
the number of plum cvTculio IfO'va^ axid apple curculio adults that
would emerge from a quantity of fruit. Accordingly the fallen
apples were gathered from under twenty-eight Grim.es Golden trees,
comprising 1200 apples in all. One-half of these were placed in
a circulaj* sand seive and covered over securely with a piece of
cheese-cloth. After this the seive, containing the apples^ v/as
placed upon a piece of paper so that all larvae dropping do?/n
through the m.eshes could not escape.
The following record was made showing the number of cuTculio
larvfCe and adults secured.
j
From the 1200 apples, which were left in buckets over Sunday,

11 plm cnrculio lerve^ vrerc secured so it is veil to coiint 6 for
the 600 placed in the seive.
TATLE NO. IX
PLUM CURCULIO LARVjVE AlID APPLE CURCULIO ADULTS FROM
600 APPLES - 14 TREES.
Date of Record
August 3
4
5
6
rt
i
8
9
n
18
21
25
29
31
Sept. 3
7
Totals
No. plun curculio inr-
vae
.
6
6
4
2
1
1
2
1
4
2
»
1
1
34
No. Apple Curculio
Adults
.
1
1
1
1
1
It would be impossible to say hovf many larvae and adults
emerged before the fruit was placed in the seive but in all proba-
bility the number would far exceed that shown here. These records,
when the probabilities of previous developments are considered,
serve to impress the fact that the number of curculios developing
from an acre of fifty trees would be quite large.
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DOES LIGHT ATTRACT CURCULIOS?
In order to ascertain whether curcLilios flew at nisht or rere
attracted "by a light, two trap lanterns were prepared and used in
the orcheTd. In the preparation of these traps two galvanized iron
v:ash-tut»s v/ere secured and to the inside, very near the top, cheets
of tin, 18 X 50 inches, were riveted meking a semicircular reflec-
tor . Holes were made through the margins of the reflector, thus
.r:ade, in which wires were fastened Cor supporting lanterns. The
common lanterns thus supported were hung in the concavity about
eight inches from the tin. VyTien fno lanterns were lighted the
bright curved siirface of the tin made a powerful reflector and
could be seen for quite a distance on a dark night. Moreover,
r
the smooth svirface of the tin made a very effective barker against
which flying insects would strike and be precipitated into the
tub below. About two gallons of water and one pint of kerosene
were placed in each tub for the purpose of killing all insects v.-hich
fell into th' lu.Kem.
Below is r photograph of one of the tubs taken where it remained
curing the test.
These trap lanterns
were placed in dea.c. trees,
one at about the heighth
of five feet an^" the
other was tv/elve feet or
mor e ab Ve grourid . I n
thic position the lanterns
were lighted on July 4th,
7th, 17th, and 19th. A Lantern Trpp in Position.
•r
[
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, On July r!4th, the lantern highest up was reinoved to the ground
and placed, under a C-rines Golden tree hea\'ily loaded v:ith fruit,
V7here it v/as lighted ft night. Not a curculio was caught in the
tubs ?:hen the lanterns vrere lighted. Yet on the afternoon of
July 25th I discovered r-n a'-ple curculio v/hich had possibly fallen
from the tree into the tub on the ground. The trial of these trap
lanterns indicate that cuj?culios do not fly at night or else they
are not attracted by the light.
OURCULIOS FOUNL UPON A SHEET PLACED UIJDER A .Tr.EE
DURING THE NIGHT.
A iFJTge shfeet contr.ining sixty-six i^quare yards of nuslin was
spread under trees heavily sprayed with a mixture of one pound Paris
green and ten pounds lime to fifty gallons of v/ater on July 10th;
the object being to see if any curculios v;ere poisoned. The sheet
v/as visited each morring and evening for a number of days and a
record made of findings. On the morning of July 11th two a""ple
cuTCulios were found upon the sheet. They were living and had no
indications of being poisoned. Tiiree liv. ng plum curculios were
found on the sheet at 8: 00 A. M. July 14th. While on July r;2nd and
23rd two plum curculios and 1 plujn curculio were found respective-
ly upon the sheet. Futur-e visits failed to return any ciirculios.
Bu: ing rll this time not a single curculio v;as foujid dead, but it
seemed apparent that it v/as customary for the cLirculios to drop
to the gTound over night.
SHAKING CURCULIOS UPON A SPIEET
.
The work of jarring or shaK.ing curculios from the apple trees

"began on June SOth e.ncl eontir.ued ve.Tiov.s intorv&ls c^'uilng ny stay
i,
at Barry. collecting the cirrculioc in tliia manner sensed a two-
1 fold purpose. First, it showed rt vjhat tine of the day the cvx-
ciilios ?jere the rnoet a'biindant and second, at vjhat season the insects
were found in greatest numlDers. lio record v/as kept upon the nu:;-
[ ber of cirrculios secured f::'''oiTi indivinual trees ciiring the first
j,
tv"o days of shaking iDut irotn most of them, several (in certain in-
I
stances IS or 14) pluni curculios and one or two apple curculios
i
were shaken. During the v^ork on Ju7\e- 30th most of the catching
I
was accomplished before 4:00 P. M. At 4:30 o'clock in the after-
noon the findings were so limited that operations were suspended for
;
the day. During July 1st I noted that in the early portion of the
day about as many apple cvirculios were secured as there were plum
curculios but gradually as the heat of the day increased the
latter began to be fsr in excess. The following table gives the
record for remaining shakings, shews dftes of shaking r-nd number of
curculios secured, and also, the time of day v:hen the v/ork was done.
TABLE NO. X .
CATCHING CURCULIOS BY SHAKING.
Date ' No. trees •Time of Day::No. apple Cur- ':No. plum ciu"-
culios culios
.
June 30 : 1 . 2:00 P.M. 11
July 13 : 1 : 9: 00 A.M. 4 4
: 1 : 9:10 A.M. * 1 24
1 . 9:30 A.M. 4 : 30
: 1 .IT': 00 A.M. : 9 23
21 .: 1 : 7:30 A.I.:. : 5
; 1 : 7:40 A.M. ' : 11
: 1 : 7:50 A.M. : 9
: 1 : 8:00 A.M. : 13

TABLE NO . X
.
( c ont inued
)
Date trees !.Tine of dsv , TJO. P^'^TOle CI IT—
GUliOS '.
No. 'oliirn cur—
Gulios
1
-
;
: 8:10 A.'' 2
August 1 1 : 7:00 A.M. • : 1
1 . 7:10 A.M. : 2 : 4
1 7:30 A.M. ' 1
1 : 7:45 A.M. . 2
1 8:oc A.M. 3
1 : 8:30 A.M. 4
20 1 ;. 4:oo P.M. : : 9
1 . 4:30 P.M. : 1
1 : 5:oo P.M. 3
3 : 5:30 P.M. : : 2
CATCHING PLnvl CURCULIOS ON FLY PAPER.
V/l'ien Professor Crar.dall visited Barry on July 9th, he conceive
the idea that if ciirculios flew at night they r-ould. "oe caujrht by
I
hang'ng tangle-foot fly paper in the trees of evnnings and then ex-
amining them early the follov^ing morning. Consequently, on the
evening of July 10th six double sheets of fly-paper were suspended
in the trees where they remained un.til Aucnist 10th v^hen they v/ere
replaced by fresh papers.
TABLE NO . XI
.
CURCULIOS CAUC-HT BY FLY PAPERS
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Previous exQjuination Date and time exfmined .No. plum cuj?-
. culiotj caught
July 10, 7:00 P.M. . -July 11, 7 : 00 A.M.
tr 11, 7 too tt 12
,
7 :20 It '
tl 16, 7 :00 tl tt 1*7, 7 :30 tl < 1
II 25, s :oo A.M. II 29, ( not given
)
9
tl 2 9, 1 It 30, 10:00 A . M
.
: 10
Aug. 3, 8:00 A.M. :' AU£. -i, 11: 00 A.M. : 5
tl 4, 8:00 A.M. :: " 5, 9 : 00 A.M. :• 7
It 5, 9 : 00 A.M. 6, 7 : 30 A.: . : 11
II 6, 7:30 A.M. 7, 8:45 A.M. : 1
tl 11, 8:45 A.M. 12, 8:45 A.M. : 1
It 15, 8:45 A.M. ; 17, 8 : 45 A.M. :: • 8
II 1'7, 8:45 A.M. 18, 8:45 A.M. :
:
i !tl 20, 6:30 P.M. ; 21, 8: 00 A.M.
tl r>o 8:45 A.M. <o3 8:oo A.M. : 2
tl o 8 : 00 A.M. 24, 6:30 A.M. : 1
tl op s:oo A.M. 29, 12:00 M. : 5
II 29, 12:00 M. : Sept
.
3, 8 : 30 A.M. : 6
These da.ta are not sufficient for any conclusions but they
seem to indicate thr.t most of the curculios do not co on the trees
at night but fly up in the early morning.
WHERE DO THE CURCULIOS STAY DURING LATE SUMMER AND EARLY FALL"?
Several attempts were made to locate the curculios during the
late portion of ou]^imer. It v/as K:nov;n then that part of the plum
curculios were upon the trees but to find the others and the apple
curculios was a problem.. I began searching for these insects on
August 14th and spent the greater part of the afternoon at this work.
One plum curculio was found in the leaves at the base of a tree and
another was hiding down under the bark in a crotch of a tree. An-
other search was inaugurated on August 17th >^ut Anthonomus was not
discovered although I looked through a great deal of trash under-

j
neath seven apple trees and several v/ild-crab bushes in an adjoin-
I
ing pasture. One plur.i curculio was found under the apple trees.
In the afternoon on Ar.gust 18th a different method of search '
was installed. Heretofore, I had used my fingers alone as a neans
I of separating the trash and my eyes v/ere the only instruments of
I
detecting insects. On this occasion I armed myself with a spade,
a sand seive and a flour seive. With the former I shaved off a
very thin layer of surface soil underneath som.e trash on the north
side at the base of a tree. This soil, together with the trash, i
i,
I
was carefully sifted and worked over. Several trees were operated
upon in this manner and during the afternoon eight apple curculios
and four plum curculios were secured. During the greater part of
j
the forenoon on August 21st, I searched in the same manner and se-
cured tv/o plum curculios and three apple curculios. The apple
curculios v/ere taXon from, hunches of a wild grass ( Elymus Cana-/
densis) grovving in the shade of some apple trees. Another apple
I curculio ¥/as discovered in some "blue grass under a very densely
foliated portion of a tree where there had been no cultivation.
In the afternoon of August 38th I spent several hours searching
;|
carefully through the trash and leaves out away from the trees. I
Although I covered considerable area I did not find an insectj v;hich
II would indicate that at this season they wero found^in trash '
ii
/\ -
II
i under shady trees. From an area containing approximately two ;
^ square feet in some trash at the base of a Grimes Golden tree I
secured three apple curculios and Uio plum curcilios. No apple
curculios were found in unshaded trash on Aug^.ist 31st. My at ten-
|
tion was attracted by the fruit on a Janet tree on October 2nd. |
1 It, had suffered from the vrork of both curculios so I determined to
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see if any of the pests still remained in the leaves end trash.
Froin. a handful of leaves and trash I sifted out two apple ouroulios
and three plum curculios.
Prom these discoveries it seems that a great many, at least,
of both ouroulios pass the late sumrior hid away in the trash and
leaves in v/ell shaded spots at the base of apple trees. Doubtless,
they continue in such locations du-ring the winter.
CATCHING CURCULIOS BY HAND
Quite a great deal of time was spent in catching curculios
by hand while they were feeding upon the fruit. Sometim.es the
limbs holding the apple were jarred so that the insects tum.bled off
into tlie hand or hat placed underneath. The follov/ing table shows
the results of this work giving the time of day when the insects
were captured.
TABLE NO. XII.
CURCULIOS CAUGHT BY HAND.
.Work in the mornings : Work in the afternoons.
Date : No. Apple No. Plum: No. AppI'.eNo. Plum
Hour : Curculios: curculi- • Hour ; Curculi-: curculi-
OS : OS : os
June 30 : 6:00 : 1 :
July 4 4:30-6:30
.
9 2
8 : 3:00 3 : 2
9 6:r0 : 15 : 2
11 • 5:30-7:00 19 : 13
13 : 7:00-9:00 : 9 : 25
19 : 4:00-5:00
20 : 7:00-9:00 : 6 :30 : 2 : " 2
24. : 5:00-6:30 : 1 : 4
28 : 5:00-6:30
29 : 5:00-7:00

TABLE NO. XII. ( continued)
vrorK in the mornings : wor'- in the afternoons
llfite Tin PI Tim" No . apple
:
No . Plujn
r'^ 1 von 1 i _ * pi )T>r»ii 1 i _ •O t.'lJL LA JL J- • Hour : curculi- curculi-
i
OS : OS
July 30 • 5:00-6:30 :
31 : 3:15 :
Aug. 7 : • no 3 ;
7 : 10
8 : 6:30 : 10
10 :
ft 6:30 1
11 : : 4:30-5:15 25
"13
:
: 5:30-6:30 25
14 : 5:00-6:00 23
17 : 6:00-6:30 : 23
20 : 6:45 : 3
21 : 3:45-4:45 : 39
22 : 11: 00-12: 00 : 14
; 16
126 : 5:00-6:20
28 : 5:00-6:30 : 31
31 : 4:30-6:00 26
Sept. 5 : 1:00-6:30 4
12 : 4:45-5:15 : 3
: not givenOct. 1 : not given • 4
2 : 4:00-6:00 : 17
upon the season \7hen the division of the broods occurred. The old
apple Gurculios were found abundant up until the new ones came on
which is shown to be about the nid^Ue of July, for at this time the
first emerging beetles v/era found. Ilov/ever, in the case of the
ol\m Gurculics there is a slight break between the broods; beginning
about the middle of July and extending to the middle of Aug\ist,
practically none were found. This is the tine when the greater
proportion of these insects are pupating. It will be noted t: at
no apple curculios were found after July 20th which se'3ms to indi-
cate that this insect does not do much damage to the apple after its
first appearance as a beetle. I
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON THE HABITS OP THE PLUM CUP.CULIO.
Several things regarding the habits of the nivn curculio vjere
noted during these investigations which of theFiselves contained
no experimentation.
Larvae were found to measure 2 m.m. in diameter hy 8 m.n. long.
Pupae vrere 5.5 m.m. to 6.5 m.m. long and 3 m.m. to .^.5 m.m.. v:ide.
The singing or chirping of the plvun curculio often attracted
j
my attention. I could never ascertain exactly how tl.e noise was
made but it seems to owe its origin to the rasping of the rear of
the abdomen upon the wing covers. Y/hen the noise is made the rear
of the abdomen is \7orked up and down corresponding to the chirps
issuing from the curculio. When the tip of the wing covers were !
broKen off the noise was no longer made. The music sounds very
simdlar to the cliclcing of a mower when cutting heavy grass. V/hen
a large number of eurculios were confined in a wooden box this ij
noise could be distinctly heard across the room. They were noticed
to make the noise vvhen molested as in -picking them up, burning by
|
m.eans of a hand lens and when threatened in any way or confined.
Males, in some cases, vfere also noticed making the noise during the
first preliminaries to m.ating. !
Jarring causes them^ to (3Top and "play 'possum". In so doing
they draw their two hind pairs oi legs down close along the side of
^
their body and have their feet extending partly across the abdomen. :|
The forelegs are extended forward and then doubled backward enclos-
ing the proboscis between themi. The segmicnts containing the feet
are then again folded forv/ard until the feet reach nearly to the tip
of the dovm-cujpved snout.

IPupae in the burrow occupy a position in which tiieiT' heads:' a^ve
always uppermost and they remain at an angle of about 45 degrees
with the surface.
Larvae while in the fruit feed very inuch upor. the flesh about
midway between the surface and the ^ore.
A plujn curcullo v/as found feeding on a blackberry on the morn-
ing of AugList 7th.
II
Owing to the gross feeding habits of the plum curculio larvj^^
no instance was noted ^^here apples rem.ained upon the trees after
I
the larvae had matured.
HABITS OF THE APPLE GURCULIOS.
L'ke the plum curculio, the most striking things as regards
the habits of the apple curculio is th.e punctures which it makes
, in the fruit. These punctures may be classified as early , feeding
ii
punctuTes, late feeding punct\ires and egg punctures.
Early feeding punctures of the apple curculio are characterized
by their depth and narrowness. The insect probes its beak alm.ost
j
straight downward when making the DunctuTes although it has to raise
ii
far up on its fore-legs m the beginning of the operation and near-
ly stands on its head before the operation is complete. The hole
;i is m.ade but very little Inrger in diameter than the proboscis.
Very little is a::parently done on the sides of the puncture. After
apples have grown to somie size a great deal of the feeding v/crk is
;!
confined to near- the surface making a very bad blemish in the shape
' of solid scab of brown skin filled with depressions where r)unctures
have been rade. The blemish is caused by the insect feeding on
the skin and the flesh immediately under it.
1 1
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The worK as done by freshly emerged P'.pple curculios is aocom-
plished by eating very small holes in the sKin and then prohi :g the
probiscis underneath and removing the adjoining flesh. During this
. v;orK the beak is st jlgK almost straight out in front of the insect.
The follov.'ing pictures are illustrative of the enrly and late
feeding of tie apple curculio.
EarlT'' deeding Punctures of The late feeding worK of the
the Apple Curculio. The small apple curculio with the insect
hole at the right of the bottom just after suspending operations,
is an apple curculio feeding
puncture
.
The egg puncture of the apple curculio as v-ell as the ecrly
feeding puncture is also characterized by its depth. In shape it
'i
. .
.
|l may be described as a small channel leading into a conical cavity.
These punctures are usually found closed by dark colored plugs of
!L=^xcrement. A photograph taKen of a cross section of an a.pple_

curculio egg punctuTe appears belov^.
Tnen t::e fruit matures,
either after a deep feeding
or an egg puncture is rade,
it always has a depression
leading to a dark streak,
l)ordered ty green, v:hich
penetrates the apple to the
depth of the original punct-
ure.
The thrity-three apples
of ".Yhich a record is shovm
for the plum curculio. in
Table VII, v;ere also exam-
ined for the punctures,
eggs, etc. of the apple curculio. Only sixteen bore the marks
of the apple curculio and the record of these is shov7n below \7ith
their number corresponding to those in Table VII.
The Egg Puncture of the Apple
Curculio in Cross Section.
TABLE NO. XIII.
EXAl!INATI0N3 OF APPLES FOR APPLE CURCULIO PUNCTUPlES,
LARVAE, ETC,
llo.of .No. Feed-
:
.No. Egg No. Eggs: No. Liv- No. Larvf^b dead
Apple ing Punct-:-punctures: ing Lar- in burrows
ures
T
•A. 1
•
o
ft 1 : 1 1
7 ; 13 : 2 1
8 2 1 1
, 45 : 2 1 : 1
11 : 3 : 2 1
I
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TABLE NO. XJ.II. (continued)
No. of :No. Feeding :No . E:;g : No. Eggs : No . Living : Ho. Ir^rvae decc
Apple : Punctures : pu ;"r;tureS Larvpr^ : in burrows.
14 6 1 : 2 1
15 :: 20
16 : 2
17 : 1
23 ' 9
28 2 :
29
. 5
30 : 10 : 1 " 1
31 : 2
33 9 5 : 2
Examination of the 195 apples on July 16th previously reported
were foujid to contain, tvio apple curculios ready to err.erge, five
apple c\irculio larvae, twenty-tliree apple curciilio cavities where
"beetleis had emerged, and three apple curculio pupae. While in the
orchard gathering these apples from the ground I noticed quite a
numher of those uyjon the ground oore the distinctive holes v;hich
characterise apples which have harbored apple curculios.
Previous to this examination a mmber of apples were cut and
examined on July 14th with results shov/ing that in m^ost every
wrinkled shrivelled fruit a plum or apple curculio larva was found.
Nine apple curculio beetles and two apple curculio pupa^ were dis-
covered and one fruit was found fromi v'hich an adult had em^erged.
Similar 7/ork v/as pursued on July 15th, when three pupae and fouj?
beetles of the .apple curculio were found in the fruits. Nine
fruits v/ere examined from v/hich --^-pple curculio adults had emerged.
From these records it can be seen that the work of the apple
curculio was very marked and furthermore, thct most of the beetles
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energed from the fniit about the mddle of July.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON THE HABITS OF ?HE APPLE CURGULIO.
Generally the apple curculio is less susceptible to jarring
than is the vlxxm curculio. It is a more "iroody" creature and if
it once takes a notion to hang to a tree, there it will hang v/ith
all its might. Several trials were made on the afternoon of July
4th to jar apple curculios from apples on which they perched. By
means of a lead pencil I tapped the t;7igs gently at first and then
increased both the frequency and severity of the blows. Some fell
off the fruit at the least tap while others refused to fall regard-
less of the blows I rained upon the twig.-
Apple curculios also "play 'possiLm" and when doing so fold
i)t)^ ^^^^ ^ . .
thoir legs under the cody^v/ith beak turned down^do not get m as
compact form as do the plum curc^ilios.
The whole transfurmation, from e^g to larva, from larva, to
pupa and from pupa to imago taKes place within the fmit. The
larva eats very little; usually it bores down by the side of the
original egg cavity making a new cavity in which it pupates. Comi-
m.only in sinall fruits this pupal cavity is found in a seed cell.
Plugs stopping the orifice leading to e.^g cavities form a perfect
seal for the surface cells of the fruit grow tightly about it,
thus holding it firmly in place.
Larvae and pupae appear somewhat smaller than those of the plum
ci:iTculio.
The developm.ent of the apple curculio from egg to adult m.ay
take place while the fruit hangs to the tree. A shrivelled apple
was taken from a tree on July 32nd which contained an apple curcuUo
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pupa. Instances v/ere noted where fmiit, from which apple ciirculios
!
had emerged, vrere still clinging to the tree. Though the apples
were withered, it seemed that the stamps were cemented to the twig.
SPRAYIIIG FOR THE CURCULIOS
I
A spraying experir.ent was conducted at Champaign in the
Variety Orcliard on the Experiment Station grounds; the aira "being
to ascertain whether or not spraying v/ith Paris green would lend
I!
;' any assistance tov.'ard checking the damage of tlie curculios. As
ii
I first outlined, the v/ork included four apple and four plum trees,
!i
I
bu.t the late freeze which occurred in the early morning of May 1st
killed all the plums and left very few of the apples remaining
upon the trees. Pour Ben D^vls trees v/ere treated as follows -
I Tree No. I v/as sprayed on April 15th, May 11, May 22, May 37,
and June 27; making five applications in all.
I
Tree No. II was sprayed three tim.es, once on May 11, again
I
on May 33, and finally on May 37. '
Tree Ho. Ill received one application of spray on April 5.
I Tree No. IV was used as a check and left unsprayed throughout
the season.
j
These trees were surrounded hy sprayed trees with the exception
of No. II, which was bordered on the south by a bluegrass lawn;
otherT,7ise, the conditions -vere practically the same as regards
previous treatm.ent and treatm.ent during the time of the experirent.
It v;as planned to -pray Tree No. I as often as weather condi-
tions made it necessary in order to keep a good coat of poison uronll
the foliage and fruit from the time of the first appearance of
leaves until the season of egg-laying of the curculios was practio-
j

ally over. Tree No. II was treated very inuch the sar-e as it would
have been for the colling noth and apple scab only the first spray-
ing was oiaitted and another application of spray was added. Tree
No. Ill v/as sprayed once while the foliage was just opening in
order tiiat early feeding insects might he Killed.
The Mossom clusters were opening on April 15th v/hen the first
spray was applied, and the first "bloom opened on April 20th.
Record vms kept upon the number of fruits, both -'indfalls
and picKed apples, which were punctuxed by tlie curculios. No
attempt was made to separate the yiotK of the tvro species but it
v.-as noticed that the plum curculio v/as responsible for the greater
part of tlie damage done to the fruit.
The follov.'ing table gives the record made upon the windfallen
and picked fruit, showing the nuj"ber of pu" ctured and not punctured
fruit for each tree.
TABLE NO. XIV .
RECORD 0? FRUIT IN SPRAYING EXPERIMENT WITH PARIS OREEN
VERSUS CURCULIOS.
No. of Trees I II III IV
Date Kind of Fruit Punct Not: Punct Not
:
Pimet Not: Punct Not
punct : punct : punct : punct.
June 9 : V/indfalls . 59: 14: 4G7: 58: 307: 31: 152: 3
11 If 5: 19: 6: 13: 5:
17 : If 3: 1: 59: 6: 33: 1: 24:
26 : M 5: 77
:
10: 63: 55:
July 2 If 3: 6: <o 5 25: 33: 6: 38: 5
14 It , . 9: 25: 43: 54: 35: o o . 39: 28 1
Aug. 8 : n 13: 68: 38: 8G 62: 83: 54: 130
17 If 9: 5: 18: 7: 15: 9: 29: 3
Sept. 22 If < 56: 81: 122: 81: 213: 68: 154: 18
26 « 14: 10: 37: P9
'
r.9: 10: 65: G
26 Picked 45: 71: 546: 246: 275: 67: 310: 22
Totals : 21G: 281: 1451: 606: 1108: 297 : 925: 215
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The following table o'ives a siiinr'.ery of this data showing the
total yield for each tree and the number and percent of fruits
punctured Rnd not pu ctured.
TABLE NO. XV .
PERCENT OF FRUITS ATTACKED BY CURCULIOS I
No. of : No. Fruits yielded : Percent Yield
Tree
: Punctured
Not :
punctured : Total : Punctured ;
Not
punctured
J. 216 281 : 497 : 43. 56.JT^
II . 1451 : 60G 2057 2<f.4v
III : 1108 297 1405 78.S4>
IV 925 : 215 : 1140 : 81. /4 18.
These data show a marked benefit for spraying in case of Tree
No. I, T/hiie in the other instances, there is a slight difference
in favor of spraying. It viill be noticed that yield of apples
in case of tree No. I was n-ich smaller than with the other three
trees. Some may argue tliat this is one of the reasons why the
j|
results of Spraying seemingly show up so markedly. But to the
author, the fact that the yield was so small v/ould turn the argumeiit
the other way, because it was noticed at Barry that where trees
;|
were supplied with fev/ fruits the damage by curculios was much
more general than in instances where trees ore heavier loads. So,
in the case of Tree No. I, it seem.s reasonable to suppose its fruits
were not less subjected to attacks from curculios, but on the other
hand, everything being equal, they would have had to suffer m.ore

than the apples from m\y other tree used in the experinent.
The final "benefit of the sprrsying ^-/ould he found in the number
and percent of f uit which hung to the trees until picking time
and still remained unpunctured. The follov/ing table is arranged in
orler to sive this information.
TABLE NO. XVI
BEITOFIT OF SPRAYING FOR CURCULIOS V/IIEN PIGPCED FRUITS
ARE CONSIDERED,
No. of No. Piclced Fruits Yielded . : Percent Yield
Tree Punctured :
Not :
Punctured : Total : Punctured :
Not
Punct-ij.red
I 45 : 71 : 116 38.80 : 61. 20
II 54G : 246 792 : 68.94 31. 06
ill : 275 : 67 : 342 : 80.41 19.59
IV : 310 : 22 : 332 : 93.37 6. 63
The above table shov/s the lasting benefits of spraying trees
for curculios. Whether or not all of this difference in favor
of spraying vras due to the poisonous effects of the spraying m.ater-
lal, it is very difficult to predict. Nevertheless, owing to
the geiieral gradation of the benefits from the sprayed to the not
sprayed fruits, it v/ould seem that spraying was the ir.portant factor
I influencing the results.
Prom, the data given in this experim.ent, rspraying trees v/ith
Paris green is shiown to be a very good rem.edy for curculios. The
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strength of the mixture used included 4 oz. Paris green to fifty-
gallons of v/ater; it is very probable that this amount of Paris
"green may be doubled without doing any great amount of daiTiage
to the foliage, thus making the mixture m.ore effective as a remedy
for curculios.
SUMMARY OP INVESTIGATIONS
4.
The following facts have been ascertained during the "Curculio
Investigations" reported in this thesis -
The plum curculio may be poisoned by Baris green^ but v/hen
sufficient quantities are used so that poisoning is produced in
the miinimum space of time it is very injurious to tne foliage of
trees.
Lead arsenate is an efi ectual poison for plujn curcialios ^;7hen
'
sufficiently concentrated mixti:Tes are used. By using 15 oz.
i,
lead acetate and 6 oz. soda arsenate in preparing a mixture of
four gmions, plum ci^Tculios v/ere killed in 84 houjc-s while apple
curculios were not ' affected. This mixture when made into 50 £:8:Llon
quantities would ^nclude 11 lbs. and 10 oz. of lead acetate and
4 lbs. and 8 oz. of soda arsenate the total cost at v/holesale
prices vrould be $2.42.
Pupae of the pluTi curculio are killed by exposure to the air,
sun, ants, and predacious insects. Cultivating to a depth of
I-1/2 to 2 inches under trees infested with this inflect during the
time of pupation will expose the pupae.
Exposing apples bearing larvae of the pliim. and apple curculios,
in the sun,
resulted in destroying 94^ of the former and lOOJu of the latter. ii
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Chickens will eat curoulios, thus aiding In destroying the pests.
The pluin curculio r-oquires about 36 dp.ys to p^.ss through the
egg and larva stages when the larva emerge from the fruit, and
burroTTS to a depth of l/4 to I-3/4 inches below the surface vmere
it renains in the pupal form for a period, ranging in length from
22 to 41 days. Pupation of this insect was most abundant during
the last half of July and the first half of August.
The first emerging apple curculio v/as observed on July 14th
and the last em.erging beetle came out between September 13 and
October 3. Pupating forms of this b^tle were found m.ost abundant-
ly duTing the month of July.
No second brood occurred v;ith either species of curculios.
Tilth ox the soil has practically no influence upon the depth
of pupation of the plum curculio, though there is some indication
that exposure to the sun has the effect of increasing the depth of
pupation.
jl
Gurcvilios were not caught by means of trap lanterns.
A great m.nny individuals, of both species of these insects,
pass the late summer hid away in the trash at the base of spple
trees.
Spraying experiments, conducted upon apple trees at the Uni-
versity for testing the efficiency of Paris green as a curculio
destroyer, showed that 81./^^ of the fruit was punctured when no
spray was applied; while with 1, 3 and 5 applications of spray
78.80^, 70.53^ and 43.4i^5c, respectively of the fruit was punctured.
Based upon the total fruit picl^ed in the fall, where no spray was
applied 93.37^ of the fruit was punctured while where 1, 3 and 5
applications of spray were m.ade 80.41^o, 68.94^, and 38.80^, respect-
;

ively of the fruits wer- punctured. The spraying material con-
tained 4 oz. Paris green per fifty gallons of water.
"Curculios at breakfast and unKnow^ posing for a
picture."
This illustrates the characteristic manner in vjhich the two
species feed. They are feeding in tliis manner annually in orchards
aggreatating thousands of acras.
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